
 

NASA's Juno spacecraft on its way to unveil
Jupiter's mysteries
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The gas giant Jupiter safeguards many secrets crucial to our
understanding of the evolution of our solar system. It could also provide
insights on how giant planets form and the role these titans played in
putting together the rest of the solar neighborhood. NASA's Juno
spacecraft is on its way to reveal those mysteries as the probe is on
course for its planned arrival at Jupiter on July 4, 2016. "On that date,
Juno will make its first dive over the planet's poles, firing its rocket
engine to slow down just enough for the giant planet's gravity to capture
the spacecraft into orbit," Scott Bolton of the Southwest Research
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Institute in San Antonio, Texas, Juno's principal investigator told
astrowatch.net. "All of Juno's instruments are healthy and working well.
The Juno team anticipates some truly wonderful results when their
experiments reach Jupiter."

Juno has now travelled 1.5 billion miles (2.40 billion kilometers, or
16.05 AU) since the launch on Aug. 5, 2011, and has another 267
million miles (430 million kilometers or 2.88 AU) before entering
Jupiter's orbit. In October 2013, the spacecraft used a gravity assist
speed boost of more than 8,800 mph (about 3.9 kilometers per second)
when it flew past Earth. Bolton revealed that now its speed relative to the
sun is about 27,000 mph (44,000 kph) and relative to Earth –
approximately 41,000 mph (65,000 kph).

Like in Greek and Roman mythology, goddess Juno, able to peer through
the clouds and reveal Jupiter's true nature, the Juno spacecraft will look
beneath the clouds to better understand the planet's structure and history.
"When Juno passes over the planet, coming within just 3000 miles (5000
kilometers) of the cloud tops, its color camera (called JunoCam) will
obtain some of the best-ever close-up views of the clouds," Bolton said.
"By studying Jupiter's atmosphere we can learn a great deal about the
planet itself, our solar system's history, and giant planets in general,
including those outside our solar system."

The spacecraft will measure the amount of water and ammonia in
Jupiter's atmosphere and find out if the planet has a solid core, resolving
the origin of this giant planet and thereby the solar system. "One of the
most important things Juno will tell us is the water content of Jupiter's
atmosphere. The amount of water—or more precisely, the amount of
oxygen—is one of the key missing ingredients in the recipe for how
Jupiter was made. Several different theories about the conditions
Jupiter's formation depend on the amount of oxygen the planet
contains," Bolton noticed. "Juno will measure this quantity globally,
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helping us understand which version of Jupiter's story is most likely to be
the correct one."

Jupiter's magnetosphere will also be of interest to Juno as this powerful
magnetic environment creates the brightest auroras in our solar system
when charged particles precipitate down into the planet's atmosphere.
Juno will directly sample the charged particles and magnetic fields near
Jupiter's poles for the first time. "Juno will have the first-ever view of
Jupiter's north and south poles, as it will pass directly over them on each
orbit. No spacecraft has ever explored these places, so we're certain to
see and learn new things."

After the arrival at Jupiter, the spacecraft will circle the planet 33 times,
from pole to pole, and use its collection of science instruments to probe
beneath the obscuring cloud cover.

The Juno mission is part of the New Frontiers Program managed at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., manages the mission for the
principal investigator Scott Bolton.
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